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ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS
REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS

I. Introduction

The Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”) by their attorneys, Lueders, Robertson

& Konzen, LLC and Conrad Reddick, respond to certain positions taken and arguments and

exceptions made by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in its Brief on Exceptions

(“BOE”) to the Proposed Order of March 25, 2011 (“PO” or “Proposed Order”).  IIEC also explains

its agreement with the exception of the Illinois Attorney General (“AG”).  IIEC’s failure to address

any specific argument, exception or position of any party in this Reply Brief on Exceptions

(“RBOE”) should not be taken as an endorsement or acceptance of that position, unless otherwise

expressly stated herein.

IIEC supports the Proposed Order and believes that the Proposed Order has correctly

concluded that ComEd’s Alternative Rate Regulation Program (“ARP” or “Alt-Reg program”), as

implemented through ComEd’s Accelerated Customer Enhancement Pilot (“Rate ACEP”)  does not

meet the requirements of Section 9-244 of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA” or “Act”).  (220 ILCS

5/9-244) Therefore, it should not be approved.

Specifically, IIEC responds to:

A. ComEd’s exception to the Proposed Order’s conclusion that
ComEd’s proposal fails to satisfy the qualifying criteria of Section 9-
244(a) of the PUA (ComEd Exception # 1); (ComEd BOE at 35-39)

B. ComEd’s exception to the Proposed Order’s conclusion that Rate
ACEP fails to meet the criteria of Sections 9-244(b)(1), (2) and (8)
for approval of an alternative rate regulation program. (ComEd
Exception #2, #3 and #8);  (ComEd BOE at 39-46 and 48-51).
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C. the AG’s exception seeking an express finding that the record does
not support changes that can fix ComEd’s proposal. (AG BOE at 2-
3).

II. Argument

A. The Proposed Order Correctly Concludes that ComEd’s Proposal Does Not
Comply with the Provisions of Section 9-244(a)

After an assessment of its own proposal that often does more to confuse than to clarify,

ComEd concludes that it has proposed “alternative regulation programs well within the

Commission’s authority under Section 9-244.”  (ComEd BOE at 39).  IIEC disagrees.  In its Initial

and Reply Briefs, IIEC demonstrated that ComEd’s alternative regulation proposal in this case does

not possess the threshold qualifications required for proposals pursuant to PUA Section 9-244(a).

(IIEC Br. at 6-7; IIEC R. Br. at 3-6).  ComEd acknowledges the relevant statutory requirements.

To reiterate, Section 9-244 authorizes Commission approval of either: 
(i) alternatives to rate of return regulation, including
but not limited to earnings sharing, rate moratoria,
price caps or flexible rate options, or (ii) other
regulatory mechanisms that reward or penalize the
utility through the adjustment of rates based on utility
performance.

                        (ComEd BOE at 38).  

However, ComEd’s distortion of those requirements precludes a valid assessment in accordance with

the statutory qualifications and criteria of Section 9-244.

Overall, ComEd’s focus is on its slate of projects/initiatives, rather than the statutory

requirements respecting the alternative regulation mechanism and customer impacts, which are the
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focal points of Section 9-244.  That diversion does not assist ComEd in meeting the requirements

of the alternative regulation provision of the PUA.

In particular, ComEd’s criticisms of the Proposed Order’s Section 9-244(a) legal analysis

are wrong.  ComEd argues: 

The statute contains no restrictive language or definitions confining
how the Commission may interpret these terms.  Nor does the
statutory language or purpose suggest any intention by the General
Assembly that the words of this statute should have anything other
than their plain and natural meaning.
(ComEd BOE at 38).  

However, Section 9-244 is not as malleable as ComEd suggests.  There are clear limits on what the

Commission is authorized to approve as alternative regulation programs.  Section 9-244(a) contains

significant threshold requirements that must be satisfied before a proposal can be considered for

approval and before it is qualified for the assessment tests of Section 9-244(b).  ComEd does not

respect Section 9-244(a)’s limitations on the Commission’s authority or Section 9-244's threshold

qualifications for Section 9-244(b) testing and approval.

The Proposed Order concludes, as IIEC argued, that ComEd’s Alt-Reg program, does not

satisfy the threshold requirements of Section 9-244(a). (PO at 18-19).  ComEd’s arguments that its

proposal complies with that provision rest on the utility’s mischaracterizations of several

fundamental concepts that are critical to a valid assessment and to approval of ComEd’s proposal

pursuant to Section 9-244.  Specifically, ComEd ignores, redefines, or confuses the statute’s

requirements respecting identification of the affected “regulated services,” the nature of “programs”

that may be authorized, what “utility performance” can be used to adjust rates.  Those



1 ComEd’s Low Income Assistance Program (“LIAP”) is a program designed to help
customers pay their bills.

2  Section 9-244 provides that the Commission “may authorize for some or all of the
regulated services of that utility, the implementation of one or more programs consisting of (i)
alternatives to rate of return regulation. . . or (ii) . .. the adjustment of rates based on utility
performance.”  (220 ILCS 5/9-244(a)).  That provision does not, as ComEd argues, “use[] the
two phrases ‘one or more programs’ and ‘services’ separately, clearly, and in different phrases of
its grant of jurisdiction to the Commission.”  (ComEd BOE at 36).  
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mischaracterizations are exacerbated by ComEd’s injection of  novel concepts of “full cost

recovery” and “timely cost recovery” into the statutory interpretation of Section 9-244.  

The first of the statutory requirements mischaracterized by ComEd’s BOE is a qualifying

element of any alternative regulation proposal that the Commission is authorized to approve or must

evaluate under Section 9-244.  The Commission may authorize a utility’s alternative regulation

proposal “for some or all of the regulated services of that utility.”  (220 ILCS 5/9-244(a) (emphasis

added)).  Under ComEd’s interpretation of this requirement, however, the statutory requirement is

equivalent to “relating to a service.”  (ComEd BOE at 37).  Moreover, under ComEd’s interpretation

of Section 9-244(a), parts of a regulated service, facilities used to provide or measure a service, or

even funds to pay for a service1  are treated the same as the units of service specified by statute --

“the regulated services” of the utility.2    The plain language of the provision makes it clear that the

relevant unit for application of Section 9-244 is a “service.”  A legislature so attendant to detail that

it specified “program or programs” was fully capable of specifying that the provision applied to all

or part of a service had it wished to subdivide the relevant unit for operation of the statute.  The

General Assembly did not do so.
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When convenient for its arguments, ComEd reminds the Commission that “it is improper ‘to

depart from the plain language and meaning of the statute by reading into it exceptions, limitations[,]

or conditions that the legislature did not express.’” (ComEd BOE at 10, quoting Kraft, Inc. v. Edgar,

138 Ill.2d 178, 189, 561 N.E.2d 656, 661 (1990)).  Here, however, ComEd itself departs from the

plain meaning of the words of Section 9-244(a), creates exceptions to the limitations of that

provision, and includes regulatory units the legislature did not specify.  When Section 9-244(a) is

interpreted and applied in accordance with its plain meaning, ComEd’s proposal does not qualify

as a program of alternative regulation the Commission can authorize.  

ComEd relies mainly on the Commission’s decision in Re Northern Illinois Gas Co., Dkt.

99-0127, Order (Nov. 23, 1999), 1999 Ill. PUC LEXIS 921 (“Nicor”) to support its interpretation

of Section 9-244(a) as allowing alternative regulation of parts of services.  According to ComEd,

“the Commission decided in Nicor that an alternative regulation program does not have to

encompass an entire service.”  (ComEd BOE at 37).  The Nicor decision, however, dealt with the

commodity service provided by the utility.  By statute, that service is distinct, particularly for

regulatory purposes. There is express statutory authorization for special regulated cost recovery for

that distinct service and for Commission action on that distinct service. (220 ILCS 5/9-220

(“Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 9-201, the Commission may authorize the increase or

decrease of rates and charges based upon . . . changes in the cost of purchased gas”)).  Indeed,

ComEd’s own description of Nicor’s program -- as “cover[ing] far from the entire bundled natural



3  There are other distinctions between ComEd’s proposal and the approved Nicor
alternative regulation plan.  Nicor’s affected costs were being recovered in base rates and
charged directly to ratepayers, while ComEd’s proposals would mean rate increases or
surcharges in addition to (rather than as an alternative to) base rates for activities and costs that
have not been provided and charged directly to ratepayers as services. (See, Nicor, 1999 Ill. PUC
LEXIS 921 *3; Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 1.2 (Rate ACEP tariff) at Page X+1-X+4).
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gas service” -- confirms that there were discrete services to bundle.  Only Nicor’s statutorily distinct

commodity service was at issue in that case.3  

In the Nicor case, no party raised -- and the decision did not consider or address -- the

9-244(a) issues developed in this case.  Indeed, the decision noted that the issues in dispute were the

requirements of Section 9-244(b)(1) and (2).  (Nicor at *25-*26 (The issues in dispute here center

on . . . satisfaction of Section 9-244(b)(1) . . . and Section 9-244(b)(8) . . . other parts of Section 9-

244(b).”)).  That omission, however, does not preclude a reasoned analysis of those issues in this

case.  Indeed, the PUA requires full consideration of each issue raised by this record.

ComEd asserts that “it makes no sense to authorize the Commission to approve “one or

more” programs relating to a service – any single program would  have to cover the entire service

alone. “ (ComEd BOE at 37).  ComEd’s logic is flawed, and its argument unpersuasive.  First,

Section 9-244 provides that the Commission “may authorize for some or all of the regulated services

of that utility, the implementation of one or more programs consisting of [(i) alternatives to ROR

or (ii) performance based rate adjustment mechanisms].”  Second, ComEd reverses the order and

meaning of the quoted phrases in that provision.  The determination of affected “regulated services”

comes first, not the “programs.”  Once the affected services are known, whether one or more

programs of alternative regulation or performance based rate adjustment apply depends on the
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service and the design of the programs.  

Logically, a utility is not limited to a single program per regulated service.  For example,

performance based programs keyed to reliability and to customer service are not mutually exclusive.

Similarly, programs of earnings sharing and programs that impose price caps are not mutually

exclusive.  And separate programs of flexible rate options and reliability performance rate

adjustments also could be combined.  Despite ComEd’s conclusion, the language of Section 9-244

does not logically require the Commission to authorize disaggregation of the “regulated services”

for which the legislature authorized experiments in regulation.  

ComEd suggests that “[t]he notion that to be an ‘alternative,’ a program must be optional or

cannot be ‘in addition to’ (PO at 18)  existing rates is inconsistent with the common meaning of

alternative regulation and wholly inconsistent with the Nicor decision.”  (ComEd BOE at 38).

Further, ComEd asserts “[t]here is nothing whatsoever about an incentive regulation proposal being

a ‘supplement’ to other, traditional rates that somehow would disqualify it from being alternative

regulation.”  

If the Commission is bound, as ComEd argues, by the words of Section 9-244, the common

ordinary meaning of the word “alternative” connotes a substitute, not a supplement.  Further, IIEC

submits that it would be stranger, and indeed  worrisome, if a utility could propose surcharges on

top of traditional rate of return rates, simply by calling them a form of alternative regulation.  The

Commission’s Section 9-244 authority does not extend that far.

ComEd appears to express surprise that the Commission and other parties are unclear about



4  One can presume, but not be certain, that ComEd means all of its delivery services are
subject to its alternative regulation mechanisms.  
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what service(s) ComEd’s proposal relates to.  (ComEd BOE at 37; ComEd Exc. at 18).  ComEd

suggests that the Commission respond to that uncertainty as follows:

This is curious, as all of the programs relate to ComEd’s provision of
electric delivery services.  For example, the UUFR program relates
to facilities used to provide delivery services.  The EV pilot
encompasses vehicles that ComEd would use to provide delivery
services.  LIAP assists customers in  paying for their electric service.
And, future Smart Technologies would be installed on the system that
also provides delivery services.  
(ComEd Exc. at 18).  

In this context and elsewhere, ComEd repeatedly refers to its delivery services (plural).  (See,

e.g. ComEd Exc. at 18; ComEd BOE at 37; Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 8:156 (referring to

“ComEd’s entire array of delivery services”)).  But no specific service(s) is identified as the delivery

service(s) affected by its proposed alternative regulation program.  ComEd construes the Section

9-244 requirement of regulated service(s) as the object of an alternative regulation proposal to be

satisfied by its statement that its projects are related to ComEd’s provision of electric delivery

services (plural), without any further specificity.  In addition, ComEd over-stretches the plain

meaning of the provision to include portions of services -- or more accurately activities “related to”

its delivery services -- as allowable subjects of an alternative regulation proposal.  Still, from

ComEd’s expanded universe of possibilities, ComEd has not identified the “some or all of the

regulated services of that utility” to which its proposal would apply.4  

When the record in this case was marked “Heard and Taken,” a fundamental, qualifying



5  To address the statutory criteria, other parties were compelled to make assumptions
about the services subject to ComEd’s proposal.  However, not until its BOE did ComEd try to
answer that question.  As shown herein, even now ComEd does so ambiguously and without
sufficient specificity to permit application of the Section 9-244 criteria.  
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element of permissible alternative regulation programs -- the affected regulated service(s) for which

there is an alternative to rate of return regulation or there are performance-based rate adjustments

–  remained unidentified by the proposing utility.5  Even at this stage in the case, briefs on

exceptions, ComEd says only that its construction, purchase, and customer assistance initiatives

“relate to ComEd’s provision of electric delivery services.”  As the Proposed Order recognizes, and

as IIEC showed in its Reply Brief, without identification of that element, the Commission cannot

conduct the detailed statutory assessment of ComEd’s proposal required by Section 9-244(b). (PO

at 18, IIEC R. Br. at 4, 7, 8-9).

Identifying the regulated service(s) to which ComEd’s ARP would apply is complicated

further by ComEd’s inconsistent use of statutory terminology.  ComEd conflates its so-called

“programs,” the four individual projects its proposal “makes possible” with the statutory “programs”

of Section 9-244(a).  (ComEd BOE at 44).  For purposes of alternative regulation, the Commission

is authorized to approve implementation of only “programs consisting of (i) alternatives to rate of

return regulation . . . or (ii) other regulatory mechanisms that reward or penalize the utility through

the adjustment of rates based on utility performance.”  (220 ILCS 5/9-244(a) (emphasis added)).

ComEd’s arguments do not respect the distinction.  Indeed, ComEd’s arguments seem to depend on

confusing the two distinct concepts.  

The inconsistency of ComEd’s arguments is evident in applying the tests defined by Section
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9-244(b).  For purposes of the statutory assessment, ComEd sometimes combines, and at other times

separates, its so-called programs (the four projects) from its budget based surcharge adjustment

mechanism.  For example, ComEd asserts: “The statute, by its terms, does not limit the benefits the

Commission must consider to only those that derive from the rate mechanism.  It would be entirely

improper and unlawful to depart from the plain language and meaning of the statute. . . .”  (ComEd

BOE at 44).  But a departure from Section 9-244's plain language is what ComEd does with its

segmentation of the provision’s evaluation of the "programs consisting of” ROR alternatives or

performance based rate adjustment mechanisms into discrete parts that a utility can combine or

separate at will, to advantage its proposal.  

ComEd also asserts that “Both must be considered to determine if customers benefit under

this (sic) [Section 9-244(b)] criteria.”  (Id.).  Yet, ComEd wants the Commission to approve its rate

adjustment mechanism, separate and independent of the related projects.  Specifically, ComEd asks

that a special cost recovery mechanism be put in place for its future smart grid investments, even

though it does not identify them or provide details that would allow the Commission to consider

both the mechanism and the projects “that it makes possible.”  (ComEd BOE at 44).  As IIEC has

shown in its briefs, the statutorily required assessment of ComEd’s proposal is impossible without

those specifics.  Evincing further inconsistency, ComEd also asks that the Commission modify its

order to clearly separate the effect of its ruling in this case on the so-called programs from the

budget based surcharge adjustment mechanism.  (ComEd BOE at 7). The Proposed Order finds both

inadequate under the statute.  (PO at 19, 21, 100-101).
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ComEd defends its confusion or conflation of statutory concepts by asserting that

“alternative regulation is not  legally limited to programs that replace a traditional rate for an entire

service, as the Proposed Order suggests.”  (ComEd BOE at 2).  This assertion is made as a simple

announcement and is unsupported by citation to authority, the record, or any articulation of

persuasive reasoning.  

Section 9-244 provides as one option for alternative regulation “regulatory mechanisms that

reward or penalize the utility through the adjustment of rates based on utility performance.”  (220

ILCS 5/9-244(a)(ii)).  IIEC has argued in its briefs that the regulated service requirement in

conjunction with the “utility performance” rate adjustment option requires adjustments based on the

utility’s performance in delivering the regulated service subject to the rate adjustment mechanism.

In its BOE, ComEd makes the incredible assertion that the performance need not be related to

measures of utility performance.  ComEd states “measures of success under alternative regulation

plans should not be limited to ‘performance metrics’ like system reliability.” (ComEd BOE at 2).

The clear objective of this argument in ComEd’s BOE is to defend the utility’s use of a

budget as the metric for rate adjustments -- a feature the Proposed Order rejects.  The Proposed

Order reasons:

To say that ComEd‘s performance for Rate ACEP “services” can be
judged by whether it beats its own budget, even if approved by the
Commission, does not seem consistent with what is contemplated by
the statute - adjustments to rates based on utility performance.  
(PO at 19).  

The Proposed Order concludes that:
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When Section 9-244(a) is considered in its entirety, the Commission
cannot find that ComEd‘s proposed budget based recovery of certain
infrastructure investments conforms to even the loosest definition of
alternative regulation.  
(PO at 21).  

ComEd takes exception to the Proposed Order’s well-reasoned conclusion that meeting a

budget is not an appropriate measure of "utility performance" for a Section 9-244 rate adjustment

mechanism.   (See ComEd Exc. at 18-19).  In the alternative, in case the utility’s argument for

modification of the Proposed Order does not succeed, ComEd seeks to preserve an opportunity to

argue for a budget based mechanism in some future proposal.  “At a minimum, [the Proposed Order]

should be clarified to indicate that such criticism is related to the specific proposals in  this case and

should not be read as criticism of the use of budgets in other contexts not at issue in this Docket.”

(ComEd BOE at 7).  The Commission should reject both ComEd requests, because neither is

justified.  

More generally, ComEd erroneously confuses rejection of its specific proposal with hostility

to the concept of alternative regulation.  “The upshot of the proposed rulings is that virtually no

alternative regulation proposal would be lawful – even the Nicor proposal that the Commission

approved a decade ago.”  (ComEd BOE at 36).  As IIEC illustrates later in this brief, that assertion

is not true.  (See, pp. 19-20 infra).  The General Assembly approved Section 9-244 to authorize the

Commission to approve, on conditions that benefit ratepayers as well as utilities, qualifying

proposals for alternative regulation of regulated services.  The General Assembly did not find that

alternative regulation was superior.  Nor did the legislature authorize the Commission to exceed the
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authority granted, to approve proposals that do not satisfy the qualifying and approval criteria

defined in the legislation.  

Section 9-244 does not require alternative regulation at any cost.  In fact, most of the section

comprises tests enacted by the General Assembly to assure that the price of alternative regulation

is not excessive to utility customers – not to assure convenience for utilities. The well-reasoned

Proposed Order should be adopted.

B. The Proposed Order Correctly Concludes that ComEd’s Proposal Does Not
Comply with the Provisions of Section 9-244(b)(1), (2) and (8);

ComEd incorporates two new, self-serving concepts --  “full cost recovery” and “timely cost

recovery” -- into its interpretation of Section 9-244.  Specifically, ComEd uses them in applying the

statutory tests defined by Section 9-244(b), even though those concepts that have no basis in relevant

law.  ComEd argues that “penalizing an alternative regulation proposal simply because it could

allow full cost recovery is . . . unlawful.”  (ComEd BOE at 3).  Under the PUA, ComEd is entitled

to only just and reasonable rates, which connotes an opportunity to recover its prudent and

reasonable costs, not a virtual guarantee of “full cost recovery.”  (220 ILCS 5/16-108).  ComEd

recognizes that the Commission is obligated to provide only a “reasonable opportunity to recover

their costs,” even as it argues for more.  (ComEd BOE at 41).  

Also, as used by ComEd, this concept of “full cost recovery” apparently includes some

measure of timing.  “In particular, it does not require or permit the Commission to assume in

evaluating an alternative regulation proposal that the delay and regulatory lag often found in

traditional regulation will keep traditional rates down by depriving the utility of full cost recovery.”



6 Further, ComEd also does not acknowledge that regulatory lag can also result in a
utility recovering more than its prudent and reasonable costs.  If a utility is able to maintain or
reduce its costs between rate cases, while increasing or maintaining its revenues, the utility many
realize more than”full cost recovery”.
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(ComEd BOE at 3).  ComEd’s BOE provides no objective measure of the requisite speed and

certainty of recovery; they are apparently determined solely by the utility. 6 (Id.).   But ComEd is

forceful in its admonition to the Commission regarding its assessment of the proposal: “A

comparison based on the notion that customers could somehow receive and benefit from these

programs without timely cost recovery is simply a fantasy.  The Commission should not deprive

customers of these programs based on that myth.”  (ComEd BOE at 41).  The myth is that ComEd

is somehow entitled to more than an opportunity to recover its prudent and reasonable cost, and to

recovery on its preferred timetable.

1. ComEd’s Non-Compliance with Section 9-244(b)(1)

The Proposed Order correctly concludes:

Based on the record provided, the Commission cannot find that Rate
ACEP is likely to result in rates lower than otherwise would have
been in effect under traditional rate of return regulation for the
services covered by the program, as required by Section 9-244(b)(1)
of the PUA. 
(PO at 33).

Therefore, the Proposed Order also correctly concludes that ComEd’s proposal does not meet the

criterion specified in Section 9-244(b)(1) of the PUA.  (PO at 101).   ComEd takes exception to this

conclusion.  (ComEd Exception #2 and #15; ComEd BOE at 39-43).  

In support of its Exception, ComEd argues, among other things, that Section 9-244(b)(1)



7 IIEC does not necessarily disagree with the Proposed Order’s conclusions with regard
to the other criteria specified in Section 9-244(b).  IIEC focuses only on those criteria it
specifically addressed in its Initial and Reply Briefs in this case.
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does not require a utility to demonstrate that its rates would likely be lower than they would be if

the “services covered by the program” in the utility’s Alternative Rate Regulation proposal were not

provided.  ComEd also avers that “the question of whether rates will be lower than if the

Commission rejected ComEd’s proposal entirely is utterly irrelevant to Section 9-244(b)(1).”

(ComEd BOE at 40).  

IIEC did not make either of these strawman arguments, and to the best of its knowledge, no

other party made such arguments.  IIEC presented different arguments -- some taken into account

by the Proposed Order -- that ComEd has not refuted.  IIEC argued that it was not clear whether

ComEd had submitted one proposal or four proposals, or whether the statutory criteria in Section

9-244(b) applied to the package of projects and Rate ACEP, or to each project individually.  (See,

IIEC Br. at 9).  IIEC presented evidence in this proceeding suggesting that, whether ComEd’s

projects and mechanism are considered as one package or individually, ComEd’s ARP failed to meet

the criteria specified in Sections 9-244(b)(1), (2) and (8).7  (Stephens, IIEC Ex. 1.0-C at 18-25:393-

573; See Stephens, IIEC Ex. 2.0 at 16-17:339-354).  The Proposed Order expressed similar difficulty

in determining how to perform the required statutory tests, before also concluding that ComEd’s

proposal should be rejected.  (PO at 31, 100-101).  

Second, IIEC argued that ComEd had not identified any regulated service as a service

“covered by its ARP and appropriate for the necessary 9-244(b)(1) comparison.”  (IIEC R. Br. at
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7).  ComEd also failed to provide information necessary to allow the parties or the Commission to

make such a comparison.  Consequently, the record is devoid of any rates comparison that supports

ComEd’s claim that rates are likely to be lower under its ARP than under traditional ratemaking

because of the proposed “5% credit” on operation and maintenance (“O&M”) costs and the incentive

of a plus or minus 5% investment budget deadband.  (Id.).  In fact, as IIEC observed, because the

O&M credit was capped at $2 million, while at the same time customer rates would increase by $10

million for low income assistance, rates are likely to be higher than under traditional ratemaking.

Moreover, the 5% O&M credit represents expected savings from the proposed ARP programs -- that

is, an amount ComEd would not spend and, thus, could not collect under traditional regulation.  (See,

IIEC R. Br. at 8).  

In addition to pointing out these evidentiary deficiencies, IIEC also argued that the LIAP and

Smart Grid ARP components, considered individually, failed to meet the requirements of Section

9-244(b)(1).  (IIEC R. Br. at 9-10).  The former program simply would collect funds from all

customers to fund payment of electric bills for a subset of customers, and any reduction in

uncollectibles would be paid for by customers not receiving assistance.  IIEC also pointed out that

the record lacks cost estimates for the largest element of its ARP (smart grid investments) making

it mathematically impossible for the Commission to make a finding of lower rates under the ComEd

ARP as a whole.  (Id.).  Furthermore, Rate ACEP’s incremental tariff charges are always equal to

or greater than zero.  (Id.at 8-10, See, Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 1.2x).  As to ComEd’s claims that

customers would receive greater value for possibly higher charges under the ARP (see, ComEd Rev.
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Br. at 2 and 17-18), because ComEd had not identified either existing regulated services or specific

enhanced services for comparison, the Commission could not make a determination of the relevant

value of such services. (IIEC R. Br. at 8-9). 

As ComEd points out, under established statutory construction principles, the most important

objective in interpreting a statute is to give effect to the intent of the legislature, which is best

evinced by the language in the statute.  No language in the statute permits the Commission to delay

a required Section 9-244(b) determination in assessing a utility’s Alt-Reg proposal.  The responses

in ComEd’s BOE to the strawman arguments that no party made are mere distractions.  

Next, ComEd complains that a premise of the Proposed Order’s conclusion that ComEd’s

proposal does not satisfy Section 9-244(b)(1) is that traditional rates can be manipulated to deny or

delay cost recovery.  (ComEd BOE at 40, citing PO at 33).  ComEd argues that the test under

Section 9-244(b)(1) is not whether traditional rates can be manipulated to delay or deny recovery,

but whether the public is better off paying for a service under traditional rates or alternative rates.

(Id.).  ComEd misapprehends the reasoning of the Proposed Order.  The Proposed Order does not

turn on whether traditional regulation would deny rate recovery, it simply gives recognition to the

fact that customers will pay more of the relevant costs sooner under ComEd’s proposal than under

traditional ratemaking.  The different timing of cost recovery payments to the utility under

traditional rates and under ComEd’s ARP has value that must be recognized.  In fact, one of the

principal reasons ComEd proposes its ARP in this case is to accelerate the pace of recovery for the

costs of its proposed projects. (Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 16:343 (“In exchange [for ComEd’s



8  In the Nicor case referenced by ComEd (see, e.g., ComEd BOE at 11), the gas costs
subject to the alternative rate regulation program were costs the utility was allowed to recover
under traditional regulation.  (Northern Illinois Gas Company, d/b/a Nicor Gas Company, ICC
Dkt. 99-0217, 1999 Ill. PUC LEXIS 921 *2).  
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discounts and perceived budget risks] ComEd is recovering its costs faster than usual . . . .”

(Explanation added)).    IIEC witness Stephens identified accelerated and inflated payments as

reasons why the ARP did not meet the Section 9-244(b)(1) criterion.  (Stephens, IIEC Ex. 1.0-C at

21:468-470).

ComEd suggests that comparing the costs of programs reflected in alternative regulation

rates to traditional rates that do not include those program costs only tells the Commission that rates

will be higher when more programs are provided.  (ComEd BOE at 40).  Presumably, ComEd is

referring to suggestions that rates will be higher under ComEd’s ARP because the ARP would allow

recovery of costs (e.g., low income assistance programs) that are not recovered in traditional rates.

However, ComEd overlooks or ignores the fact that it is prohibited from recovering the cost of these

programs from its customers, even under traditional ratemaking.  (See, 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5A(j)).

Furthermore, ComEd was prohibited from recovering such costs prior to the specific statutory

prohibition of the PUA.  (See, Re Commonwealth Edison Company, ICC Dkt. 59359, 59485 (Cons.),

Final Order, August 27, 1975, 1975 Ill. PUC LEXIS 9 at *25-26).8  Therefore, it is certainly

legitimate to compare traditional rates that do not permit the recovery of certain costs to Alt-Reg

program rates that do purport to allow recovery of such costs in determining whether the utility’s

program meets Section 9-244(b)(1) requirements.

ComEd also suggested that under the Proposed Order’s interpretation of Section 9-244(b)(1)
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“virtually any alternative regulation plan would automatically fail.”  (ComEd BOE at 41).  This is

simply not the case.  ComEd confuses the rejection of specific features of its proposal with hostility

to alternative regulation in general.  The essential feature of ComEd’s proposal in this case is earlier

and more certain recovery of the costs of the projects and investments that are the subject of ARP,

without concomitant benefits for customers.  The ARP is more about guaranteeing ComEd’s revenue

stream than it is about innovation or making its delivery service better or more economical.  More

balanced proposals than those made by ComEd here could be approved.  Consider the following

illustrative example:  a proposal designed to induce a utility to reduce its existing operating costs

over the next five years (e.g., from $100 million to $80 million), coupled with a rate mechanism that

would allow customers and the utility to share, in an equitable manner, the anticipated or actual

savings resulting from the program. This type of proposal might produce rates that are lower than

would have otherwise been the case under traditional ratemaking and, therefore, have the potential

to meet the requirements of Section 9-244(b)(1).

ComEd also argues that the Proposed Order’s interpretation of Section 9-244(b)(1)

underscores the need for alternative regulation.  (Id.).  ComEd suggests that it is unfairly

disadvantaged because the comparative rates under traditional regulation can reflect recovery of

capital expenses delayed and O&M expenses denied, if those costs are not incurred in a test year.

ComEd ignores the fact that a utility has the discretion to file a rate case at any time it chooses, and

that it can select the test year period (historical or future) that is most representative of the capital

costs and expenses it has incurred or will incur.  The timing of cost recovery is the utility’s choice,
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and rates under traditional regulation reflect that choice.  The effect of the utility’s choice on

customers’ rates is properly considered in performing the test defined by Section 9-244(b)(1).  

ComEd also argues, contrary to the Proposed Order’s conclusion, that the evidence shows

that no matter how the costs are recovered, a comparison of rates under its ARP are lower than rates

under traditional ratemaking.  (ComEd BOE at 42).  However, ComEd has not presented such a

comparison in this case, and it has failed to provide the Commission with sufficient information to

make such a comparison.  (See, IIEC R. Br. at 8).

ComEd has not demonstrated compliance with Section 9-244(b)(1) in the instant case.

ComEd, however, suggests that such a demonstration could be made in some subsequent

proceedings.  But the Commission is required to assess ComEd’s proposal in this case. The record

in this case does not permit the Commission to make a finding pursuant to Section 9-244(b)(1) that

supports approval of ComEd’s proposal.

In explaining its objection to the Proposed Order’s conclusion, ComEd argues that its

recovery of O&M expenses is limited to 95% of its actual O&M, subject to a $2 million cap, which

ComEd asserts is “unlikely to be reached during the programs.”  Though ComEd has not provided

a record citation for this statement, which may not be supported in the evidentiary record, ComEd

appears to contradict its own assertion.  ComEd argues elsewhere in its brief that “the $2 million cap

will not be expended until ComEd begins to any (sic) Smart Grid program that Commission (sic)

approves.” (ComEd BOE at 34).  Thus, ComEd appears to take the position in one portion of its

Brief that the cap will be reached at some point while arguing elsewhere that it will not be met under
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its ARP.  For the purpose of evaluating compliance with Section 9-244(b)(1), the Commission

should assume the $2 million cap will be reached, and that no further “savings” will be provided.

Finally, ComEd argues that comparisons of traditional rates to alternative regulation rates

made by the Proposed Order “understates the benefits of alternative regulation by omitting any

effect the incentives have on ComEd’s actual costs.”  (ComEd BOE at 43).  ComEd argues that the

record demonstrates that the incentives provided in the ARP will cause ComEd’s actual costs to

likely be lower than “its actual costs would be under traditional regulation.” (Id.). However, all the

testimony on such effects is purely speculative; ComEd provided no supporting empirical evidence.

In fact, the most quantitatively examined ARP project (EV) is likely to increase costs to

ratepayers.  The very point of some of the components of the ARP is to allow ComEd to undertake

programs that are, by ComEd’s own admission, beyond the levels necessary to provide safe and

adequate service at least cost. (Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 1.0 Rev. At 30:632-638; Hemphill, ComEd

Ex. 6.0 at 24-25:526-536).  The Commission has found (through inclusion of their costs in rate base)

that utility vehicles are necessary for providing delivery service.  However, the electric vehicle cost

premium, for which the ARP would allow automatic recovery, is not necessary and will increase

costs to customers.  Since such costs would not be recoverable in rates under traditional regulation,

their recovery under ComEd’s proposed ARP would represent higher rates.  

For the reasons stated above and for the reasons stated in IIEC’s Initial and Reply Briefs, the

Proposed Order’s conclusion that ComEd has not demonstrated compliance with Section 9-244(b)(1)

should be rejected. (IIEC Br. at 9-13; IIEC R. Br. at 7-10).
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2. ComEd’s Non-Compliance with Section 9-244(b)(2)

ComEd takes exception to the Proposed Order’s conclusions that ComEd’s ARP does not

meet the substantive and identifiable benefits criterion under Section 9-244(b)(2). (ComEd BOE at

43-46).  The Proposed Order’s legal analysis of this provision concluded: “It is the Rate ACEP

mechanism itself that must provide benefits to ratepayers that would not otherwise be available.”

 (PO at 40).   ComEd argues that the Proposed Order reads limitations or conditions into the

language of the statute that the legislature did not include, thereby violating a canon of statutory

construction that makes it unlawful and improper “to depart from the plain language and meaning

of the statute” by inserting into it conditions, exceptions, or limitations not expressed.  (ComEd BOE

at 44, citing Kraft, Inc., v. Edgar, 138 Ill. 2d 178, 189 (1990)).  

However, ComEd chooses to ignore another canon of statutory construction that is equally

important: that in reading a statute, “. . . one must read the entire statute, and give meaning to each

word within it.  The interpretation of a statute should give effect, if possible, to every clause and

word of a statute, avoiding, if it may be, any construction that implies that the legislature was

ignorant of the meaning of the language it employed.”  (Montclair v. Ramsdell, 107 U.S. 147, 152

(1883)).  The more modern variant of this rule is that statutes should be construed “so as to avoid

rendering superfluous any statutory language.”  (Asadoria Federal Savings & Loan Association v.

Soliminao, 501 U.S. 104, 112 (1991); Sprietsma v. Mercury Marine, 537 U.S. 51, 62 (2003)).  The

Commission should be guided by the basic principle that a statute should be read as a harmonious

whole, with its separate parts being interpreted within their broader statutory context.  (Barragon
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v. Casco Design Corp., 216 Ill. 2d 435, 441 (2009)).  In doing so, the Commission must give

consideration to the language in Section 9-244(a) that provides the Commission:

. . . may authorize for some or all of the regulated services of the
utility, implementation of one more programs consisting of (i)
alternatives to rate of return regulation, including, but not limited to,
earnings sharing, rate moratoria, price caps, or flexible rate options,
or (ii) other regulatory mechanisms that reward or penalize the utility
through the adjustment of rates based on utility performance.

IIEC notes that it was the position of the Commission Staff that ComEd’s ARP was a

regulatory mechanism that rewards or penalizes ComEd through the adjustment of rates based on

ComEd’s performance. (Rearden, Staff Ex. 1.0R at 3-4:59-75).  IIEC agreed that this

characterization was the more apt of the two statutory options.  (IIEC Br. at 7).  

Section 9-244(b) provides the Commission “shall approve the program” if it makes certain

findings based on the record.  (220 ILCS 9/244(b)).  Reading Section 9-244(a) and (b) in a

harmonious fashion suggests that Rate ACEP, a mechanism that rewards or penalizes ComEd

through the adjustment of rates based on its budget test, is “the program” that must be tested under

in subparagraph (b) of Section 9-244.  Therefore, the Proposed Order’s focus on Rate ACEP is not

improper. 

Even if it were otherwise, the Proposed Order also concludes that the project components

of ComEd’s ARP proposal are not likely to result in benefits that would not be realized in the

absence of those projects.  (See, PO at 41).  IIEC has explained in its Initial and Reply Briefs why

ComEd’s ARP does not meet the requirements of Section 9-244(b)(2), and why even if the elements

of ComEd’s ARP (the projects or programs) are treated on a discrete basis, ComEd has not
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demonstrated compliance with Section 9-244(b)(2).  (See, IIEC Br. at 15-16).

ComEd also appears to repeat its principal argument that its ARP will provide benefits

because it reflects services, activities or projects that are not included in ComEd’s rates at this time

and that will not be included in the absence of approval of the ARP.  (See, ComEd BOE at 45).

Thus, ComEd continues to argue that a utility can demonstrate compliance with Section 9-244(b)(2),

by completing projects not pursued under traditional regulation, ignoring the fact that Section 9-

244(a) only allows the Commission to authorize an ARP for “some or all of the regulated services

of that utility.”  (220 ILCS 5/9-244(a)).  

Thus, the utility must show that it is offering the subject services under traditional

ratemaking, or that the subject services can be offered under traditional ratemaking and that benefits

will accrue to customers by including these services or programs in the ARP that will not accrue

otherwise.  Simply stating that the utility will not offer the services if the ARP is not approved does

not meet the statutory test described in Section 9-244(b)(2).

ComEd also criticizes the Proposed Order’s conclusion that the LIAP does not meet the

requirements of Section 9-244(b)(2) on a discrete basis because any benefit from the program is

offset by the costs imposed on those who must pay for the program.  ComEd argues that Section 9-

244(b)(2) only requires substantial and identifiable benefits be realized by customers “served under

the program.”  (ComEd BOE at 45).  Thus, ComEd argues that the Commission may consider only

the benefits accruing to the direct beneficiaries of this element of its ARP in determining compliance

with Section 9-244(b)(2).  However, elsewhere in its brief, ComEd suggests that the provision of
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this program and its other programs are related to delivery service more generally -- illustrating

ComEd’s penchant for combining or separating components at will to advantage its arguments.

(ComEd BOE at 37).  The latter argument implies that, as a group, all customers who receive

delivery service must benefit (or at least not be harmed).  In addition, ComEd argues that delivery

service customers generally benefit from the LIAP because of the reduction in uncollectible expense.

(ComEd BOE at 46). While there may be some reduction in uncollectible expense, ComEd has not

shown that such a reduction will provide a benefit to the customers who are asked to pay the $10

million to fund the LIAP.  (Stephens, IIEC Ex. 2.0 at 15-16:323-327). 

For the reasons stated in IIEC’s Initial and Reply Briefs and for the reasons stated above, and

for the reasons stated in IIEC’s Initial and Reply Briefs, the Proposed Order has correctly concluded

that ComEd’s ARP does not meet the requirements of Section 9-244(b)(2).  (IIEC Br. at 13-16; IIEC

R. Br. at 11-12).

3. ComEd’s Non-compliance with Section 9-244(b)(8)

ComEd takes exception to the Proposed Order’s conclusion that ComEd has not

demonstrated compliance with Section 9-244(b)(8) of the PUA.  (ComEd BOE at 48-51).  

Section 9-244(b)(8) provides that alternative regulation programs must include “provisions

for an equitable sharing of any net economic benefits between the utility and its customers to the

extent the program is likely to result in such benefits.”  (220 ILCS 5./9-244(b)(8)).  The plain

language of the statute requires an “equitable sharing” of the “net economic benefits” likely to result

from the program.  ComEd continues to argue that a guaranteed O&M credit (capped at $2 million)
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and its +  5% investment budget proposal produce an equitable sharing of benefits.  (ComEd BOE

at 10-13).  Because ComEd has not determined or identified the net benefits associated with its ARP,

or any individual program contained therein, the Commission cannot determine whether or not

ComEd’s approach represents an “equitable” sharing of “net” benefits required under Section 9-

244(b)(8).

It is apparently ComEd’s principal position that dividing the savings that result from an

incentive regulation program between ComEd and customers is the essence of equitable sharing.

(ComEd BOE at 48).  This seems to be without regard as to how much customer bills may actually

rise due to the existence of the program.  ComEd’s position demonstrates that ComEd has given no

consideration to the equity or equality of such an arrangement.  It appears to be ComEd’s position

that as long as there is “some sharing” the requirements of Section 9-244(b)(8) have been met – that

any sharing at all constitutes an equitable sharing of benefits.  As IIEC has discussed above,

ComEd’s evidence of some sharing of benefits does not demonstrate that the sharing is equitable.

Therefore, the Proposed Order has properly concluded that the requirements of Section 9-244(b)(8)

have not been met.  

For the reasons stated above and for the reasons stated in IIEC’s Initial and Reply Briefs, the

Proposed Order’s conclusion that ComEd has not demonstrated compliance with Section 9-244(b)(8)

should be adopted by the Commission. (IIEC Br. at 16-18; IIEC R. Br. at 12-13).



9 ComEd also implies that the Proposed Order should be revised pursuant to this statutory
language to identify modifications to the Electric Vehicles budget to address any concerns the
Commission may have about that budget.  But ComEd admits that no party provided evidentiary
support for any such modifications.  (ComEd BOE at 22-23).  Absent record evidence to support
its decision, the Commission is not required to identify speculative modifications to meet the
criteria of the statute.
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C. Response to AG Exception

The AG opines that Section 9-244(b) provides that if the Commission cannot make the eight

findings specified in that subsection, “it shall specifically identify in its order the reason or reasons

why the proposed program does not meet the above criteria, and shall identify any modification

supported in the record, if any, that would cause the program to satisfy the above criteria.”  (220

ILCS 5/9-244(b)).9  (AG BOE at 2-3).  The Proposed Order correctly concludes that ComEd’s Alt-

Reg program does not meet the criteria of Section 9-244(b), and the Proposed Order identifies the

reasons that program does not meet the Section 9-244(b) criteria.  (PO at 21-51).

Accordingly, the AG recommends that the Proposed Order be modified to state expressly

that the record does not identify or support modifications that would cause ComEd’s Alt-Reg

program to satisfy the relevant criteria.  IIEC agrees with the AG’s suggested modification for the

reasons outlined below.

In IIEC’s view, a finding that the record does not support modifications that could make

ComEd’s Alt-Reg program satisfy the statute is implicit in the Proposed Order’s other findings and

conclusions.   Foremost, the  Proposed Order finds that ComEd’s Alt-Reg program does not even

qualify as an alternative regulation program under Section 9-244(a) and, thus, is not even eligible

for the Section 9-244(b) assessment. (PO at 19-20).  The Proposed Order also finds, inter alia, that:
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• ComEd’s Alt-Reg program does not sufficiently define the regulated service

for which alternative regulation is sought for the Commission to make the

findings required by Section 9-244(b) (PO at 18);

• ComEd’s proposal is more an alternative cost recovery mechanism than

alternative regulation of a regulated service (PO at 31); and 

• Section 9-244's standards apply to the Alt-Reg proposal itself, not any

affected programs, and the proposed Alt-Reg mechanism itself provides no

benefits (PO at 18, 40).  

Thus, any modifications would concern criteria that are not applicable to ComEd’s proposal, since

it fails to meet the threshold requirements of Section 9-244(a).  Modifications to assure compliance

for a program that does not fall within the definition of an alternative rate regulation program would

not appear to be practical or possible.  

Second, the record does not provide evidentiary support for modifications of ComEd’s

proposal that would cause it to meet the criteria of Section 9-244(b).  Several parties, including

IIEC, took the position that ComEd’s Alt-Reg proposal failed to satisfy the threshold requirements

of Section 9-244(a); those parties did not propose modifications aimed at criteria they deemed

inapplicable or irrelevant.  Other parties, including Staff, felt that the proposal was beyond

remediation.  (See, PO at 15).  In responsive testimony, ComEd itself was unreceptive to any

significant modifications to its proposal. (See, e.g., Hemphill, Jan. 26 Tr. At 381-382 (re return level

and project funding); Hemphill, ComEd Ex. 6.0 at 7-19 (rejecting parties’ criticisms and suggested
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changes).  ComEd’s “take it or leave it” approach to its proposal  precluded development of any

record-supported modifications that could assure compliance with the Section 9-244(b) criteria or

implementation of the proposed projects.  As a result, the record does not identify or support any

modification of the ComEd Alt-Reg program that would allow ComEd to meet the criteria of Section

9-244(b). 

Finally, ComEd has indicated that even if the Commission approves Rate ACEP, it will not

undertake the proposed programs and projects unless the Commission also provides what ComEd

considers to be “a large enough rate increase” in Docket 10-0467.  (PO at 57).  As a practical matter,

given ComEd’s positions, it does not appear that any modification of ComEd’s proposal could

assure implementation of the program projects. 

Under these circumstances, no modifications to the ComEd proposal that are supported in

this record would allow it to meet the criteria of Section 9-244(b).  The Proposed Order should be

modified accordingly, as recommended by the AG.

III. Conclusion

For the reasons stated herein, the Commission should adopt the Proposed Order’s Findings

and Conclusions with regard to Rate ACEP, ComEd’s compliance with Section 9-244(a) and

Sections 9-244(b)(1), (2) and (8) and include the modifications proposed by the AG.
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